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                                                                           Subject-  Physics 

Q1. Make your own teaching aid 

How to do: Prepare a teaching aid on the topics mentioned below as per your roll numbers. 

 

TOPIC                                                     ROLL NUMBERS 

Different types of motion                           1 - 20 

Equation of Motions                                  21 - last 

NOTE- The aid should effectively explain the concept involved. Also write a short note explaining the 

concept on an A4 size sheet. 

Parameters: 1. Creativity 2. Presentation of Aid 3. Concept Clarity 

What to do: 

1. With reference to the content given in NCERT, find out what are the three equation  of Motion? 

2. Give examples showing applicability of the different types of motion in everyday life situations. 

(think in reference to walking, playing, driving etc).  Also Paste pictures. 

Where to do: A4 size sheet 

Parameters: 1. Relevance 2. Accuracy 3. Presentation 

Q3. Practice all the numericals of Ncert in notebook including both internal and external questions. 

Q.4 Read about a physicist and then write about him/her in 100 words. 

Assignment will send for practice in holidays homework by respective Physics teacher in their sections. 

                                                                                             Chemistry 

1. Make a pictionary of 50 new words related to chemistry from the chapters of NCERT and also 

paste pictures related to the topic. 

2. Draw a 3D chart of A3 size on any one of the topic – 



Different states of matter, Characteristics of Particles of matter, sublimation, evaporation, inter 

conversion of states of matter. 

3. Do the practice manual questions of 3 marks and 5 marks of Chapter- 1 (Matter in our 

surroundings) and sample periodic paper 1 in chemistry notebook. 

4. Do the assignment of L-1 send by respective chemistry teacher in their section in chemistry 

notebook 

5.           Read about the two others states of matter including plasma and Bose Einstein condensate and 

write about this in your notebook. 

6.          Write about 20 objects which include more than one state of matter (example:- smoke is a 

mixture of solid and gas) 

Chemistry Assignment (For Practice) 

Q2 Water as ice has a cooling effect where as water as steam may cause severe burns. Explain these 

observations. 

Q3 Discuss the effect of increasing temperature and pressure on the liquid state of a substance. Are 

these effects similar? If not assign reasons. 

Q4 5ml of water was taken in a test tube and china dish separately. These samples were then kept under 

different conditions as below 

Both the samples are kept under a fan 

Both the samples are kept inside a cupboard 

a) State in which case evaporation will be faster? give reasons 

b) How will the rate of evaporation change if above activity is carried out on a rainy day? Justify 

Q5 Explain how will you separate Ammonium chloride and common salt using sublimation 

Q6 Write an activity to prove that liquids of different densities diffuse at different states. 

Q7 All of us are familiar with LPG cooking gas cylinder used at home 

a) What is the full form of L.P.G? 

b) What is it composed of? 

c) In what form gas is stored? What are the factors responsible for it? 

d) What is the change observed when regulator is opened? Why? 

Q8 Convert 

a) 50C to Kelvin 

b) 345 K to Degree Celsius 



Q9 At What temperature on the kelvin scale does ice melt? Draw a diagram to show set up of melting 

point of ice. 

  

                                                                                                      Biology 

1. Look at the picture  Refer to “NCERT “ book ,CHAPTER – The fundamental unit of life 

2. Make Charts on Animal and Plant Cell. 

3. Read the biography of any biologist and write about him/her in 100 words. 

4. Perform an activity and write its outcomes 

Activity:- Put resin in the water and keep it for one day and observe the difference and write 

about its outcomes. 

What happens? And Why. 

5. Write all the questions answer of Ncert in your notebook and learn it. 

6. Assignment will be send by the biology teacher in their Respective sections for practice. 

7. Assignment for Practice and write in your notebook 

      

Write the names of labelled numbers cell organelle from 1 to 13 and write about their 

functions and a proper brief of the parts:-

 


